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Abstract. We report on measurements performed by Raman scattering, PCS and ultrasonic
velocity measurements on poly(ethylene oxide) both in the molten phase and in aqueous solution.

Increasing the polymerization degree,m, the Raman analysis of the D-LAM (disordered
longitudinal acoustic mode) spectral contribution to the pure polymers reveals a behaviour of the
centre frequency and linewidth which has been connected with an oligomer–polymer transition
occurring atm ∼= 13. In aqueous solutions the frequency increase towards values corresponding
to the crystal ones and the sharpening of the D-LAM spectral contribution indicate that the
addition of water destroys the intermolecular interactions and stiffens the coil structure. In
addition evidence of a more ordered conformation with respect to the melt phase is presented.

The temperature analysis of the D-LAM band and of the hydrodynamic radius, evaluated
by PCS, reveals that the solvent power of water increases up toT = 45◦C, decreasing at higher
temperature.

Interpreted in conjunction with ultrasonic data, these apparently differing findings provide
a coherent interpretative key capable of encompassing the structural properties of our systems.

Finally the role played by inter- and intra-molecular interactions is discussed within the
framework of current theories.

1. Introduction

Recently poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has received growing attention not only from the
applicative point of view. The simplicity of its structure and its unusual solubility in water
[1, 2], in fact, make it a precious model system [3] for studying the interaction mechanisms
of water with hydrophilic surfaces [4] and macromolecules.

The chemical structure, H–(O–CH2–CH2)m–OH, of this synthetic polymer includes
two terminal groups, H and OH, which play an important role in short compounds. The
hydrophobic ethylene units and the hydrophilic oxygens, which alternate along the chain,
are responsible for its amphoteric character [5]. The similarity of the ether oxygen spacing
(2.88 Å) with that of the oxygens in water (2.85̊A) could explain the polymer solubility
in water [5, 6], which persists in all proportions at temperatures lower than the boiling
point of water [2]. Above this point it presents a miscibility gap that, by diminishing the
polymerization degree,m, shifts towards greater temperatures and vanishes [7] form < 48.
PEO is commercially available in an extremely broad molecular weight (Mw) range. PEO
with m < 150 is generally called poly(ethylene glycol), or for short PEG.

A wide variety of experimental techniques has been employed to investigate the
conformation of PEO in the crystalline and molten state. In the isolated ethylene glycol
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(EG) molecule, the basic entity of PEO, many equilibrium configurations can be obtained
by rotation of the two CH2OH groups around the C–C axis. IR, Raman and computer
simulation studies [8] reveal, also in the liquid phase, the existence of an intra-molecular
H-bond which makes thegaucheconformation the most energetically favoured. In addition,
the OH interacting groups promote links among adjacent chains [8], via hydrogen bonding,
giving rise to many transient species. The findings so far agree with the conformational
assignment for the crystalline state to internal rotation about the O–CH2, CH2–CH2 and
CH2–O bonds oftrans–gauche–trans (tgt)respectively. Crystalline PEO is retained to
present a helical conformation that contains seven structural units CH2–CH2–O with two
helical turns per fibre identity period (19.3̊A) [9, 10]. The structure of this polymer, in
the melt or in solution, has continued to intrigue investigators over the years. Pursuit of
understanding has led various theoretical studies to quite different results, while vibrational
spectroscopy has been revealed to be difficult to apply with confidence, when a broad
distribution of a large variety of conformations is involved. It has become clear, however,
that a strongly disordered conformation is favoured in the molten state, while in aqueous
solution thetgt conformation is stabilized, due to hydrogen bonds between the ether-oxygen
chain and water molecules [7, 11].

The purpose of the present work is to show how the joint employment of Raman
scattering, ultrasonic velocity measurements and photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)
can furnish complementary information on the structural length scales of PEO, both in
the melt and in solution. The analyses of the Raman D-LAM (acronym for disordered
longitudinal acoustic mode) spectral contribution, of PCS correlation functions and of
adiabatic compressibility data afford the opportunity to characterize the dependence of the
polymer structural parameters on polymerization degree, solvent content and temperature.

2. Experimental setup and sample preparation

We examined high purity samples, purchased from Aldrich-Chemie, of ethylene glycol
(EG) and PEO with averageMw of 106, 200, 300, 400, 600, 900, 1000, 1540, 3400 Da and
polydispersity factors,Mw/Mn, reported in table 1, both in melt and in aqueous solution at
different concentrations. The wide range of commercially availableMw values makes PEO
an ideal system for such a kind of study. TheMw average values and polydispersities were
provided by the manufacturer. To investigate the role played by the interactive OH end
groups, we also examined the CH3 terminated species, corresponding to the same degree
of polymerization of PEO. The solutions were freshly prepared and slowly filtered with
0.22µm PTFE filters.

Polarized (IVV ) and depolarized (IVH ) spectra were obtained by a Spex Ramalog 5 triple
monochromator in a 90◦ scattering geometry in the (−40◦C–80◦C) temperature range. To
avoid fluorescence, which screens the Raman signal when short-wavelength laser excitations
are used, the 5145̊A line of an argon laser was chosen. The laser power was maintained at
approximately 5 W. The detection apparatus consisted of a photon counting system whose
outputs were processed on line by a computer. The scattered photons were automatically
normalized for the incoming beam intensity in order to ensure good data reproducibility.
The optical purity of the samples ensured to collect data with good signal-to-noise ratio and
with high reproducibility. The samples were sealed in optical quartz cells and then mounted
in an optical thermostat which stabilizes temperature within±0.1 ◦C.

The spectral range covered was−100–1600 cm−1, with an instrumental resolution from
0.2 to 4 cm−1, depending on the examined spectral range. The spectra at different resolutions
were subsequently numerically matched and corrected for the densityρ, for the refractive
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Table 1. PEOs polydispersity values.

Mw Q = Mw/Mn

62 1.07
106 1.06
200 1.08
300 1.08
400 1.07
600 1.10
900 1.10

1000 1.09
1540 1.10
3400 1.10

index n and for local field effects. These corrections correspond to a normalization of the
intensity by the factornρ−1(n2 + 2)−4, with n(T ) andρ(T ) taken from the literature. The
spectral information which matters most in this study is the isotropic scattering intensities,
calculated from the parallel and perpendicular components of the scattered light. In an
ordinary (non-resonant) Raman effect, for linearly polarized excitations, the depolarization
ratio ρ = IVH/IVV , which as well known varies in the range 06 ρ 6 3/4, being nearly
equal to 3/4 for fully depolarized bands, has been also evaluated.

The PCS measurements were performed using a photon counting optical system and
a Brookhaven BI-30 correlator to analyse the scattered light. As exciting source, the
4880 Å vertically polarized line of a unimode argon laser, working in the power range
of 50–400 mW, was used. The scattered light, by means of an optical fibre, was
detected in a 90◦ scattering geometry. Samples, put in optical cells, were recirculated
and filtered using a peristaltic pump and then mounted in an optical thermostat suitable
built to avoid any unwanted stray-light contribution. Data collected forMw < 3400 in the
dilute region (φ < 0.15) do not furnish reliable intensity autocorrelation functions. The
measurements were performed in theqR � 1 region, where chain internal motions do not
contribute.

Measurements of sound velocity,v, were performed by pulse echoes technique using a
home-made thermoregulated (±0.01◦C) acoustic interferometer working at a frequency of
3 MHz, purposely projected to assure accuracy of the velocity experimental measurements
better than±0.1%. The electronic equipment consisted of a standard Matec Inc. apparatus
and the measurements were performed using the echo overlapping method. Auxiliary
measurements of density,ρ, necessary to evaluate the adiabatic compressibility through
the relationβ = (ρv2)−1, were performed using the standard picnometer technique.

3. Raman and ultrasonic data

It is well known that the polarized and depolarized spectra measured in a Raman
experiment are essentially connected with the Fourier transform of the polarizability tensor
autocorrelation function:

Jνν(Q, t) ≈ 〈
∑
i,j,ν,ν ′

(εs α̃
ν
I (0)εI )(εs α̃

ν ′
I (t)εI )q

ν
i (0)q

ν ′
j (t) exp iQ[ri (t)− rj (0)]〉 (1)

whereεs and εI are the scattered and incoming polarization vectors respectively,α̃ν =
(∂α̃/∂q)q=qν , qν being the vibrational normal coordinate andri the position of theith
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scattering particle [12]. By polarization analysis, the different polarization character of the
spectral contributions can be evidenced through the evaluation of the isotropic contribution:

Iiso = IVV − 4/3IVH

The strongly polarised longitudinal acoustic mode (LAM) of polymers is commonly
attributed to a complex of contributions representing the polymer skeletal bending and
stretching vibrations [13]. According to the elastic rod model, which is appropriate for
crystalline systems, the LAM frequencies are related to the stem length,lK , undergoing the
vibration, by the formula [14]:

ωLAM = kv = n

lK

√
E

ρ
(2)

wheren is an odd integer (for the selection rules we will be concerned withn = 1 since
Raman activity is associated with a change in polarizability, and even values ofn give
no such change);E and ρ are the elastic modulus and density respectively. Although
an approximation, relation (2) gives important information, in that the LAM frequency is
inversely proportional to the rod length and directly proportional to the propagating velocity
v = √E/ρ of the longitudinal perturbation.

In non-crystalline systems the presence of conformational disorder dramatically changes
the low-frequency Raman spectrum. The narrow LAM band, characteristic of the crystalline
state, is replaced by the much broader polarized band associated with the disordered
longitudinal acoustic mode (D-LAM) [15]. In such cases,lK represents the length below
which the coil can be treated as rigid (persistence length); it is essentially connected with
the energy difference,1ε, corresponding to the minima of thetrans–gaucheconformations
[16, 17]. For the polyethylene chain, as well as for similar linear polymers, we have
lK = l0 exp(1ε/KBT ), wherel0 is of the order of a feẘangstr̈oms. Increasing the ratio
1ε/kBT , the percentage oftrans conformations rises, namely the chain becomes locally
less flexible [17]. The D-LAM spectra still depend on the statistical distribution of all-trans
chain segments, but, in contrast with the 1/m dependence observed for the LAM modes of
ordered chains, wherem is the polymerization degree, a different experimental relation is
found: ωD−LAM = ω0+ B/m2, ω0 andB being constants [18].

Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra, in the VV scattering configuration, of PEO 8000 in
various phases. The arrows identify the D-LAM band. The spectral features of the molten
state are greatly different from those of the solid phase. Specifically the helical splittings
(1065 cm−1) observed in the crystal disappear and frequency shifts are observed. These
changes indicate a loss of order towards a far more disordered conformation.

The essential peculiarities of these spectra can be reproduced by superposing a series of
normal coordinate calculations performed for an ensemble of conformers. Such a procedure,
as recently reported by Yanget al, has led to the hypothesis, in the molten state, of an amount
of tgg conformer greater than that predicted by previous simulation studies [19].

In aqueous solutions, instead, the Raman spectra are intermediate between the solid and
the melt phase. The intensity of the∼ 811 cm−1 band of the solution sharply diminishes,
while the∼ 1065 cm−1 band emerges from an unresolved contour. These findings indicate
that PEO chains in aqueous solutions are more ordered with respect to the melt, assuming
a considerable percentage of conformations similar to thetgt helix of the solid. The
conformation ordering, which is further promoted by a lowering of temperature, can be
associated with the hydration with environmental water molecules. On the other hand, the
observation of a newly resolved band at∼ 918 cm−1 in aqueous solution, is demonstrative,
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Figure 1. Polarized Raman spectra of PEO 8000 in different phases.

on the basis of the spectral assignment of [20] of thegtggconformation for the OCH2–CH2–
O–CH2–CH2O segment in aqueous solution, which possibly corresponds to the disordered
part of the chain.

Figure 2 shows theIVH spectrum for EG atT = −40◦C. The boson peak (BP)
(ωBP ≈ 30 cm−1) and the D-LAM peak (ωD−LAM ≈ 340 cm−1) are clearly detected.
The different polarization properties of the BP and of D-LAM emerge from the isotropic
spectrum reported in the inset, which shows the D-LAM contribution whereas BP is absent,
being completely depolarized. As illustrated by Torrellet al in a series of works [21, 22],
BP is only weakly associated with intra-molecular modes; it rather reflects the collective
dynamics governed by inter-chain interactions. The shape and position of BP, in contrast
to D-LAM, is practically independent of the chain length. The comparison of the spectra
obtained in EG and in the less interactive CH3-terminated ethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(EGDE) indicates a more marked BP contribution for EG, confirming that the resolution
of the BP infragile systems is less than in strong systems [23, 24]. So the role of the OH
terminal groups, which determine an inter-chain connectivity, is evidenced [25, 26].

In figure 3 we present the isotropic Raman spectra relative to the D-LAM contribution
for EG and PEO with averageMw of 106, 200, 300, 400, 600, 900, 1000 corresponding
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Figure 2. Depolarized Raman spectrum for EG atT = −40◦C. The isotropic contribution is
reported in the inset.

to values ofm = 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 20, 22 respectively. ForMw = 106 and 200, the
bands turn into narrow, quite symmetric and well defined spectral contributions, due to
the low disorder along few link chains. For increasing values ofm, however, the bands
shift towards low frequency and broaden; then they develop into a wide band for longer
chains, assuming practically the same peak frequency and width form ≈ 13. A noteworthy
result is obtained by the comparison, shown in figure 4, of the D-LAM contribution in EG
and EGDE [27], where the active OH sites of EG are substituted by the non-interacting
CH3 groups. The noticeable centre frequency and width differences could be attributed to
the different system compressibility and/or to the existence of intermolecular interactions
among the EG molecules which give rise to a distribution ofn-mers, with a greater spatial
correlation length. To extract relevant information, we firstly tried different symmetric
fitting functions. However, since, apart from the shortest chains, the spectra both in the
pure compounds and in solution present strongly non-symmetrical profiles, we adopted a
different fitting criterion. As pointed out above, the D-LAM contribution results from a
non-homogeneous overlapping of sub-bands by the distribution of conformers existing in
the liquid. So any substantial difference in thet–g distribution is reflected in the D-LAM
band and can give rise to non-symmetric profiles [28, 29]. Therefore, instead of considering
a multi-Gaussian fitting procedure, namely a number of distinct components related to
different conformational structures, we consider it more appropriate to use a log-normal
function which is extensively used for characterizing the chain length distribution of linear
polymers, such are those we are dealing with:

I (ω) = A exp

[
− 0.5

(
ln(ω/ωD−LAM)

γD−LAM

)2]
(3)

whereA is the amplitude,ωD−LAM the band centre frequency andγD−LAM the width of
the distribution. The characteristic frequencyωD−LAM and widthγD−LAM , obtained by the
fitting procedure as a function ofm, are reported in figure 5. As above indicated, both
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Figure 3. Isotropic spectra of the D-LAM contribution as a function of polymerization degree
at T = 45◦C.

are strongly affected by the chain length in the lowMw range, whereas, by increasingm,
a plateau value is reached abovem ≈ 13. The decrease ofωD−LAM can be explained by
taking into account that the (amenable to test) propagating velocityv of the disordered
longitudinal acoustic mode within the coil is, in a sense, connected with the sound velocity
measured in the system:v = √1/βρ, β being the system adiabatic compressibility.

The 1/m2 dependence of the ultrasonic velocity, see figure 6, could justify the
experimentally observed dependence ofωD−LAM on the polymerization degree. On the
other hand the trend ofωD−LAM , γD−LAM andv is common to other physical quantities of
the system, for example the polymer water interaction strength [5]. Taken together, these
observations provide evidence for an oligomer–polymer transition forMw > 600; this value,
in a sense, defines the minimum length for which a polymer ispolymericin behaviour [25].

Now let us turn our attention to polymeric aqueous solutions. As figure 7 shows for
PEG 600, by increasing the water content, the most striking features revealed in the D-LAM
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Figure 4. D-LAM contribution in ethylene glycol and in EGDE atT = 45◦C.

Figure 5. D-LAM centre frequency (ωD−LAM ) and width (γD−LAM ) as a function of
polymerization degree atT = 45◦C; the dashed lines are guides for the eye.

spectra are the remarkable frequency increase (over 10 cm−1) towards values corresponding
to the crystal ones, and the significative sharpening of the spectral contribution. Such
evidence confirms that PEO in water tends to assume, in respect to the melt case, a
more ordered conformation, closer to the crystalline one. The picture that emerges is
that on adding water molecules, a certain number of these bond themselves, by H-bonds,
to the oxygens of the oxirane groups, so promoting the formation of more rigid hydrated
polymeric coils. This gives rise to theωD−LAM increase, and, on a macroscopic scale, to
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Figure 6. Ultrasonic velocity as a function of polymerization degree at three temperatures. The
continuous lines are fit results.

Figure 7. D-LAM centre frequency (ωD−LAM ) and width (γD−LAM ) of PEG 600 aqueous
solutions as a function of the water/polymer molar ratio; the continuous lines are guides for eye
and the dashed line corresponds to the centre frequency of the band in the crystal. The arrow
indicates the number of water molecules corresponding to a complete hydration shell of the PEG
600 molecule.

the diminishing of the system compressibility, see figure 8. It is plausible to hypothesize
that the compressibility of the polymeric coil is closely connected with the compressibility
of the entire system until a full hydration of the polymer chain is reached. A further
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Figure 8. PEG 600 compressibility behaviour as a function of the water/polymer molar ratio;
the dashed line is a guide for the eye.

addition of water molecules, in fact, introduces an amount of bulk water and, as a
consequence, the measured system compressibility beyond the hydration values corresponds
to the average value between that of the hydrated polymer and that of bulk water. This
hydration process destroys the intermolecular interactions among the polymeric chains and
promotes the sharpening of the D-LAM contribution, until, essentially, only one intense
band, corresponding to theisolatedhydrated polymer coil, is found. In this frame, as above
stressed, the amount of water which signals the crossover to theωD−LAM and γD−LAM
plateau values should correspond to the full hydration of the polymer.

To obtain information on the hydration number, we write the volume of the solution as:
V = npVh + (nw − npnh)Vw wherenw andp are the water and the polymer molar number,
nh andVh are the hydration number and the molar volume of the hydrated polymer andVw
the molar volume of the pure solvent. Differentiating with respect to pressure at constant
entropy, under the hypothesis of the negligible compressibility of the hydrated polymer, we
obtain for the hydration number:

nh = nwVwβw − Vβ
npVwβw

. (4)

Figure 9 reports for PEG 600 the hydration number as a function of temperature. The
nH behaviour is to be ascribed to the enhanced thermal motions that lead to lower residence
times of water molecules in the nearby hydration of the polymer, in spite of the rupture of
a certain fraction of hydrogen bonds in water which raises the number of water molecules
available for bonding with the polymer. The hydration number valuenh ≈ 31 atT = 30◦C
is in excellent agreement with the crossover value forωD−LAM and γD−LAM . This result
supports the interpretation, in terms of polymer hydration, of theωD−LAM and γD−LAM
trend as a function of the water content.

Furthermore, the polymer hydration process gives rise to a temperature-dependent
swelling process typical of a coil in a good solvent [17, 16]. Figure 10 shows, as an example,
the temperature evolution of the D-LAM spectral contribution for PEO 3400+ 200 H2O
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Figure 9. Hydration number for PEG 600 as a function of the temperature; the dashed line is
a guide for the eye.

at three temperature values,T = 10◦C, 45◦C and 60◦C. The full lines running through
the experimental points represent the fit result with equation (3). The chosen concentration
value, assuring both a complete hydration of the polymer and a sufficient optical contrast for
a good signal-to-noise ratio, corresponds to the plateau zones forωD−LAM andγD−LAM . As
shown in figure 11, increasing temperature from 10 to 45◦C, the salient features are a small
frequency shift towards lower values and a significant broadening of the D-LAM mode. At
higher temperatures, however, one observes an inversion in the behaviours of theωD−LAM
and γD−LAM parameters. Such data indicate in the 10–45◦C range a broadening of the
Kuhn length distribution towards higher values. The unusual behaviour can be accounted
for in terms of the solvent power of water which increases for 20–45◦C, and then tends
to decrease at higher temperature. As we shall see in the next section, these findings are
in concordance with those obtained by PCS and with the behaviour of Mark–Houwink–
Sakurada viscosity parameters [4],K anda, in the relationη = KMa

w. In this latter case,
which refers to a dilute solution of PEO, the marked variation ofK anda with temperature
from 10 to 35◦C, see figure 12, demonstrates that water is becoming a markedly better
solvent over this temperature range. The relatively much smaller variation from 35 to 45◦C
reflects the approach of its limiting value; finally, the water solvent power above 45◦C
begins to decrease with increase of temperature.

4. PCS data

The PCS experimentally measured quantity is the autocorrelation function of the scattered
intensity, namely the second-order correlation functionG(2)(t). Under the hypothesis of
Gaussian statistics of the scattered field [30], satisfied in a dilute solution,G(2)(t) is
related to the first order autocorrelation functionG(1)(t) by the well known Siegert relation:
G(2)(t) = 1+ |G(1)(t)|2. Moreover for monodisperse spherical scatterers [31],G(1)(t) is
simply exponential:G(1)(t) = exp(−Dq2) q = (4πn/λ0) sin(θ/2), D being the diffusion
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Figure 10. D-LAM contribution for a solution of PEO 3400+200 H2O at different temperature
values. The continuous lines represent the log-normal distribution (equation (3)).

coefficient,q the scattering wave-vector,n the solvent refractive index andλ0 the incident
wavelength. In the case of polydisperse solutionsG(1)(t) becomes non-exponential because
of the presence of a relaxation time distribution originated by the distribution of particle
sizes [32]. Consequently, in such a case a standard cumulant analysis is more suitable:

ln

(
c1/2

(
G(2)(t)

A
− 1

)1/2)
= ln c1/2− 〈0〉(t)+ µ2

2
t2− µ3

6
t3+ · · · (5)

where 〈0〉 is the first cumulant, related to the effective diffusion coefficient by [33]
〈0〉 = Deff q

2; µn is the nth moment of the distribution. In particular, for systems
such as those we are dealing with, the second distribution moment,µ2, is related to the
polydispersity.

In the limit of infinite dilutionDeff tends to the free particle diffusion coefficientD0.
This latter, which is connected to the centre of mass motion of the isolated coil, allows
us to determine the particle hydrodynamic radius by the Stokes–Einstein (SE) relation:
RH = kBT /6ηπD0, where 6 indicates ‘stick’ conditions andη is the viscosity of water
[30]. In figure 13, as an example, theDeff behaviour as a function of volume fraction8
is reported for PEO 3400 at three temperatures.
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Figure 11. Temperature dependence of the D-LAM centre frequency (ωD−LAM ) and width
(γD−LAM ) for the aqueous solution of PEO 3400+ 200 H2O. The dashed line are guides for
the eye.

Figure 12. Behaviour of the Mark–Houwink coefficients,K anda, as function of temperature.

The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient can be examined through the
Gibbs–Duhem expression as:

Deff = kBT

ζch

(
1− NAV1

M
8

)
(1+ 2A2M8)
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Figure 13. Effective diffusion coefficient behaviour as a function of volume fraction8.
The continuous lines represent the fit result in the diluted regime by the linear lawDeff =
D0(1+KD8).

whereζch is the frictional coefficient of the polymer molecule in solution,A2 the second
virial coefficient of the osmotic pressure,V1 the partial specific volume of polymer
with molecular weightM and NA the Avogadro number. Therefore, the above cited
concentration dependence involves chemical potential contribution, through the virial
coefficient, and hydrodynamic interaction, included in the frictional coefficient. The
concentration dependence ofDeff , however, is normally expressed byDeff = D0(1+KD8)
[34], whereKD, marking the initial slope ofDeff , depends both in sign and magnitude on
the relative magnitudes ofA2 andζch. KD < 0 indicates apoor solventcondition, namely
a collapsedstate intimately connected with the phase separation;KD = 0 indicates a
nearly theta condition (because at thetheta temperatureDeff can be still dependent on
concentration through the frictional coefficient), for which the effective interaction among
the monomers vanishes; finally,KD > 0 denotes agood solventcondition resulting from a
‘repulsive’ nature of the forces among the constituting monomers [35].

The initial increase ofDeff at low 8 clearly indicates aswollenstate of the polymer
coil. However, when8 rises furtherDeff goes towards a maximum indicating the transition
towards a cooperative regime. Such a behaviour fulfills the general trend ofDeff obtained
in polymeric solutions [36], colloidal suspensions [37] and by MD simulation [38].

The straight lines reported in figure 13 represent the fit result ofDeff against8 in the
dilute region, namely for 0< 8 < 0.1, indicating that water behaves as a good solvent.
In such a concentration region the polydispersity factor, evaluated using both water and
methanol as solvent, is constant, revealing the absence of aggregative phenomena. The
increase ofKD in the 20–40◦C temperature range and the successive saturation at higher
temperatures supports the conclusions obtained from the D-LAM study, namely that the
solvent power of water increases up to 45◦C and then decreases at higher temperatures.

From the extrapolatedD0 values, it is possible to evaluate the hydrodynamic radius
by means of the SE relationship [30],D0 = kBT /6πηRH . It is well known that the
diffusing polymer and its hydrated shell are supposed to form a kinetic entity with respect
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to translation, though the water molecules in the hydrated shell can change from time to
time with those arriving from the farther environment [36]. In the case of PEO 3400,RH
increases from 44 to 47̊A in the temperature range 20–40◦C, and at higher temperatures
decreases. This result can be explained by taking into account the competitive mechanisms
between the increase of the repulsive intramolecular interactions, which swell the polymer
structure [17, 16], and the decreasing of the hydration number with temperature, evidenced
by ultrasonic velocity measurements (see figure 9).

Let us give a retrospective glance at the set of the collected data. Indicating withL the
contour length of the polymer, and withNK the number of constituting segments, the Kuhn
segments being nearly independent, one has:

〈R2
H 〉 = NKl2K =

(
L

lK

)
l2K = LlK. (6)

On the other hand, the temperature trend of thelK values evaluated from PCS can be
compared with the one obtained by Raman scattering, through the relationship:

lK(T2) = v(T2)

v(T1)

ωD−LAM(T1)

ωD−LAM(T2)
lK(T1) (7)

where one takes as a reference value that obtained by PCS at the lowest temperaturelK
(20◦C) = 16.7 Å. The similar trend of thelK values obtained by PCS and Raman scattering,
reported in figure 14, with a maximum atT = 45◦C, renders definitively convincing the
interpretation of the temperature dependence of the polymer swelling process.

Figure 14. Temperature dependence of the Kuhn length,lK , as obtained from PCS and Raman
measurements. The dashed lines are guides for the eye.
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5. Concluding remarks

The present work shows how the data obtained by Raman scattering, PCS and ultrasonic
velocity measurements result in excellent agreement in characterizing the structural
properties of polymeric systems.

As regards the pure samples, the D-LAM Raman analysis as a function of polymerization
degree indicates the presence of an olygomer–polymer transition form ≈ 13. In contrast,
the most striking features revealed in the D-LAM spectra in PEO aqueous solutions are
the remarkable frequency increase towards values corresponding to the crystal ones, and
the significative sharpening of the spectral contribution. These findings indicate that the
addition of water destroys the intermolecular interactions and stiffens the coil structure,
promoting a more ordered conformation in respect to that of the melt phase. Also in this
frame it is possible to evidence a crossover of theωD−LAM andγD−LAM to plateau values
in correspondence to a certain amount of water which signals the full hydration of the
polymer. The evaluated hydration number, in excellent agreement with the crossover value
for ωD−LAM andγD−LAM , confirms the correctness of the interpretation. In aqueous solution,
the temperature analyses of the Raman, PCS and ultrasonic data indicate clearly that the
solvent power of water increases up to 45◦C and then decreases at higher temperatures.

In conclusion, in this paper we have sought to show how Raman, PCS and ultrasonic
velocity measurements combine to provide detailed information on the conformational
properties of polymeric systems. It is shown that, notwithstanding the fact that usually
techniques as small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and PCS are employed for such kinds
of study, also the joint employment of Raman and ultrasonic velocity measurements is able
to furnish similar information.

Evidently much remains to be learned on the role played by the solvent in the structural
properties of PEO and new experimental studies by SANS and NMR in different solvents
are being performed to increase this knowledge.
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